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An Analysis of the Material
Culture Simon and Schuster
Set in early twentieth-century
Spain, Hidden Path is a lyrical
coming-of-age novel told from the
perspective of a woman painter who
struggles to find her way with art
and with the women she loved. The
novel is narrated in the first-
person, following María Luisa as

she reflects on her life from the
turn of the twentieth century
through the outset of the Second
Spanish Republic (1931-1939). She
recalls growing from an
imaginative tomboy into a docile
wife and mother before claiming
her independence as a portrait
painter in Madrid's bohemian and
queer circles. Along the way, she
introduces us to a lively cast of
characters who both hinder and
encourage her efforts to blaze her
own path. The poetic and sensuous
language of María Luisa's private
reveries comingles with agile
dialogue as the protagonist leads
us through her life. Best known in
Spain as a writer of children's

literature, Elena Fortún left this
manuscript unpublished at the time
of her death in 1952, as its semi-
autobiographical content risked
provoking homophobic backlash
under the dictatorship of
Francisco Franco. The first
Spanish edition appeared in 2016
and was hailed as Fortún's adult
masterpiece, a previously unknown
complement to her children's saga
Celia and Her World. This edition,
with Jeffrey Zamostny's sensitive
and nuanced translation, marks the
novel's first time appearing in
any language aside from Spanish;
it is also the first of Fortún's
works to appear in English. With
an insightful foreword by scholar
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Nuria Capdevila-Argüelles, this
volume will be an influential
contribution to women's studies,
LGBT histories, and Spanish
literature and culture.
The Panathenaic Festival in Ancient Athens :
Exhibition, Hood Museum of Art, Hanover, NH,
Sept. 12-dec. 6, 1992 ... Etc. : Catalogue Oxford
University Press on Demand
"In Revising Flannery O'Connor, Katherine Hemple
Prown addresses the conflicts O'Connor
experienced as a "southern lady" and professional
author. Placing gender at the center of her analytical
framework, Prown considers the reasons for feminist
critical negelct of the writer and traces the cultural
origins of the complicated aesthetic that informs
O'Connor's fiction, but published and
unpublished.".
Thank You, Fog John Wiley & Sons
Fiction. Short Stories. Translated from the Italian
by Barbara De Marco. In SARACEN TALES,
Italian-born Giuseppe Bonaviri brings a wild
newness to the tale of the life of Jesus. In this
succession of stories, Bonaviri explores all manners
of the known and unknown, the archetypal, the
mythological, the symbolic--the life of Jesus is both
his material and his point of departure. Part
surrealism, part folklore, readers will be amazed at
the originality and creativity with which a long-
familiar tale is presented. "Bonaviri is a myth-
maker, looking simultaneously to the historical past
and to the future, to arrive at the a-historical, at
cosmic universality"--Franco Zangrilli. Giuseppe

Bonaviri was born in 1924 in Sicily. He began
writing when he was ten and continued through
high school, college, and in his professional life as a
doctor, health official, and cardiologist. His work
has been widely translated.
Sex and Difference in Ancient Greece and
Rome Univ of California Press
Contributions by respected European and
American scholars from the field of
classical and religious studies are
collected in this volume. It is a
representative selection of contemporary
research on myths, the forms they can
take, and their transformation in various
environments and ages.
A Man BRILL
Donated by Henry Spencer, August 2009.
Last poems by Auden.
Women’s Ritual Practice in Ancient Greece
Walter de Gruyter GmbH & Co KG
Nearly all of us have studied poetry and been
taught to look for the symbolic as well as
literal meaning of the text. Is this the way the
ancients saw poetry? In Birth of the Symbol,
Peter Struck explores the ancient Greek
literary critics and theorists who invented the
idea of the poetic "symbol." The book notes
that Aristotle and his followers did not discuss
the use of poetic symbolism. Rather, a
different group of Greek thinkers--the

allegorists--were the first to develop the notion.
Struck extensively revisits the work of the great
allegorists, which has been underappreciated.
He links their interest in symbolism to the
importance of divination and magic in ancient
times, and he demonstrates how important
symbolism became when they thought about
religion and philosophy. "They see the whole
of great poetic language as deeply figurative,"
he writes, "with the potential always, even in
the most mundane details, to be freighted with
hidden messages." Birth of the Symbol offers a
new understanding of the role of poetry in the
life of ideas in ancient Greece. Moreover, it
demonstrates a connection between the way we
understand poetry and the way it was
understood by important thinkers in ancient
times.
Computerized Assessment Bank CD-ROM
Univ of California Press
Studies of Pompeian material culture have
traditionally been dominated by art-
historical approaches, but recently there has
been a renewed and burgeoning interest in
Pompeian houses for studies of Roman
domestic behavior. This book is concerned
with contextualized Pompeian household
artifacts and their role in deepening our
understanding of household behavior at
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Pompeii. It consists of a study of the
contents of thirty so-called atrium houses in
Pompeii to investigate the spatial
distribution of household activities, both
within each architectural room type and
across the house. It also uses this material to
investigate the state of occupancy of these
houses at the time of the eruption of Mt
Vesuvius in AD 79. It thus examines
artifact assemblages within their spatial and
decorative contexts for a more material
cultural approach to these remains and for
the information which they provide on
living conditions in Pompeii during the last
decades. In this it takes a critical
perspective the textual nomenclature which
is traditionally applied to Pompeian room
types.
The Heroes of Attica Univ of California Press
During the archaic and classical periods, Greek
ideas about the dead evolved in response to
changing social and cultural conditions—most
notably changes associated with the
development of the polis, such as funerary
legislation, and changes due to increased
contacts with cultures of the ancient Near East.
In Restless Dead, Sarah Iles Johnston presents
and interprets these changes, using them to
build a complex picture of the way in which

the society of the dead reflected that of the
living, expressing and defusing its tensions,
reiterating its values and eventually becoming a
source of significant power for those who knew
how to control it. She draws on both well-
known sources, such as Athenian tragedies, and
newer texts, such as the Derveni Papyrus and a
recently published lex sacra from Selinous.
Topics of focus include the origin of the goes
(the ritual practitioner who made interaction
with the dead his specialty), the threat to the
living presented by the ghosts of those who
died dishonorably or prematurely, the
development of Hecate into a mistress of
ghosts and its connection to female rites of
transition, and the complex nature of the
Erinyes. Restless Dead culminates with a new
reading of Aeschylus' Oresteia that emphasizes
how Athenian myth and cult manipulated ideas
about the dead to serve political and social
ends.
A Secondhand Lie Random House Incorporated
The final installment in Gonçalo M. Tavares's
"Kingdom" cycle to be translated into English,
Klaus Klump: A Man is a harrowing portrait of a
man without values, making his way through a
world almost as immoral. Klaus takes care of the
family business; he doesn't feel fear, hunger, or
love. Klaus plays a game, and this game and its
object consist of one thing: making money. No
matter who you are, Klaus thinks, there is only one

thing of importance: to win rather than lose.
Encounters Between the Living and the Dead
in Ancient Greece Antike MythenMedien,
Transformationen und Konstruktionen
Chock full of paranormal hijinx, this fantastic
collection will hold readers spellbound and
enchant with its irresistible hex appeal in a
magical world where witches and conjurers
exact sweet revenge on those who cross them--
The Tale of the Two Lovers Cambridge
University Press
"Drawing on recent scholarship in art, film,
literary theory, and gender studies, A Web of
Fantasies examines the complexities,
symbolism, and interactions between gaze and
image in Ovid's Metamorphoses and forms a
gender-sensitive perspective. It is a feminist
study of Ovid's epic, which includes many
stories about change, in which discussions of
viewers, viewing, and imagery strive to
illuminate Ovid's constructions of male and
female. Patricia Salzman-Mitchell discusses
the text from the perspective of three types of
gazes: of characters looking, of the poet who
narrates visually charged stories, and of the
reader who "sees" the woven images in the
text. Arguing against certain theorists who
deny the possibility of any feminine vision in a
male-authored poem, the author maintains that
the female point of view can be released
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through the traditional feminine occupation of
weaving, featuring the woven images of
Arachne (involved in a weaving contest in
which she tried to best the goddess Athena,
who turned her into a spider) and Philomela
(who had her tongue cut out, so had to weave a
tapestry depicting her rape and mutilation)."
"The book observes that while feminist models
of the gaze can create productive readings of
the poem, these models are too limited and
reductive for such a protean and complex text
as Metamorphoses. This work brings forth the
pervasive importance of the act of looking in
the poem which will affect future readings of
Ovid's epic."--BOOK JACKET.
Contact, Conflict, Collaboration
University of Virginia Press
Brothers Francis and Johnny Billington
take issue with history's account of their
troublemaking ways aboard the Mayflower
and in the New World, as they tell their
side of the story to Standish Brewster,
professor of Pilgrimology at Plimouth
University.
Lenz Buchmann's Position in the World Dalkey
Archive Press
Joseph Walser's routine life as a factory employee
is disrupted when an army invades his city and he
is forced to face up to his political views and
marital issues.

The Cultures Within Ancient Greek
Culture Routledge
This volume collects and introduces some
of the best writing on sexual behaviour and
gender differences in ancient Greece and
Rome including four chapters newly
translated from German and French. For
centuries discussions of sexuality and
gender in the ancient world, if they took
place at all, focussed on how the roles and
spheres of the sexes were divided. While
men occupied the public sphere of the
community, ranged through the Greek and
Roman worlds and participated in politics,
courts, theatre and sport, women kept to the
home. Sex occupied a separate sphere, in
scholarly terms restricted to specialists in
ancient medicine. And then the subjects
were transformed, first by Sir Kenneth
Dover, then by Michel Foucault.This book
charts and illustrates the extraordinary
evolution of scholarly investigation of a
once hidden aspect of the ancient world. In
doing so it sheds light on fascinating and
curious aspects of ancient lives and
thought.
Pompeian Households Ohio State
University Press

Sometimes you know things you’re not
supposed to know. Things that you can
never un-know. Things that will change the
course of your life...and the fate of the ones
you love. I found her in our living room,
bleeding and close to death, but alive.
Barely. Until morning stole her last breath.
The media called her killer the “Triangle
Terror” ... and then forgot about her. But I
never forgot—my murdered sister, and an
investigation that led to my own
resurrection from the dead. Twenty-two
years ago, on a cold February night, Landon
Worthington lost his father for the last time.
After an armed robbery gone wrong,
evidence and witness testimony pointed a
shaky finger at Dan Worthington—deadbeat
dad and alcoholic husband. But before the
dust could settle over the conviction,
Landon’s preteen sister, Alexis, is
murdered in their home, plunging Landon’s
life into further despair. Two decades and a
cold case later, Landon is dogged by guilt
over their estranged relationship and
decides to confront his incarcerated father-
of-the-year about what really happened the
night of the robbery. But the years of lies
are hard to unravel. And the biggest
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question of all haunts him: How does
everything tie into his sister’s murder? And
so begins Landon’s journey to piece
together the puzzle of secrets, lies, and
truths that can free his father, avenge his
sister, and perhaps save himself. A
companion short story to A Secondhand
Life, the perfect mystery for fans of Robert
Dugoni's Third Watch and Dean Koontz's
The Neighbor.
Religion in Hellenistic Athens Spring Publications
The role of the gods in the classical world's epic
tradition has been the subject of controversy since
ancient times, and many modern readers continue
to find their presence a source of frustration.
Although the problem of the gods in some
individual works has been intensely discussed, this
is the first study to be devoted to the classical
literary tradition as a whole, together with the
apparatus of critical scholarship which was part of
that tradition. The work of the ancient critics
provides some access to the interpretative
conventions of the original reading community,
while their theories of fiction and genre also shed
light on the problems of the truth-value of epic
fiction and the kind of belief that poetry generates.
Their work is only a preliminary guide, however,
and the major portion of this study is devoted to
the poets themselves and to the themes particularly
associated with them: discussion of fiction is
located with Apollonius, allegory with Statius,

anthropomorphism with Ovid, and so on. The
survey seeks to restore a sense of the power of this
unique form of fiction.

Two Bad Pilgrims Macmillan
Barbara Goff examines the role of women
in the ritual of ancient Greece, & argues
that women were given charge of some of
the most important processes by which the
community guaranteed its welfare.
Insects and Other Invertebrates in
Classical Antiquity Princeton University
Press
Sample Text
Commentary on Plato's Symposium on Love
Cambridge University Press
In a city not quite of any particular era, a
distant and calculating man named Lenz
Buchmann works as a surgeon, treating his
patients as little more than equations to be
solved: life and death no more than results to
be worked through without the least
compassion. Soon, however, Buchmann's
ambition is no longer content with medicine,
and he finds himself rising through the ranks
of his country's ruling party . . . until a
diagnosis transforms this likely future
president from a leading player into just
another victim. In language that is at once
precise, clinical, and oddly childlike, Gonc¸alo

M. Tavares—the Portuguese novelist hailed by
Jose´ Saramago as the greatest of his
generation—here brings us another chilling
investigation into the limits of human
experience, mapping the creation and then
disintegration of a man we might call “evil,”
and showing us how he must learn to adapt in a
world he can no longer dominate.
Poems and Poetical Fragments Penguin
His illuminating analysis of religious change
as the art of the possible has a wide relevance
for other periods and regions.
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